Vw gti trailer hitch
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correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Trailer hitch and towing. Thread
starter olds Start date May 5, Location Triangle area, NC. This is primarily for my UK friends that
own a mk7. In the US, the manual states to not install a hitch and not tow with the R. Is that the
same in the UK or are you allowed to tow small loads? I ask because I sold my primary car that I
pulled a small 4ftx8ft utility trailer and now I have to tow it with my BMW convertible. While this
set up works fine, I'm not a fan of towing the trailer with the 'vert. So UK folks, are you allowed
to tow or not? Just curious Jacobmk7 Go Kart Newbie. Jacobmk7 said:. SD11 Go Kart Newbie.
Quit fooling around and buy a RAM, this is a Merica' dammit!!! George Ab Drag Racing
Champion. Location Pacific NW. I would not have any problem towing a load. Last edited: May
5, This is inspiring. If I had space to keep a trailer, I'd do it too, even towing stuff to VW meets
just for the fun of it. SD11 said:. George Ab said:. Location New England. That said, whether you
can tow something or not in Europe is indicated on the car's registration certificate that each
driver must carry and unlike almost all other VW's, a Golf R is not allowed to tow anything by
law in Europe. You are allowed to carry a bike rack on a hitch though. Ironically, it is legal to tow
a trailer with your R in the US and you'll be covered by your car insurance, but it is not in
Europe and you'll not be insured if something happens. Location UK. Gimpster Go Kart Newbie.
I actually just ordered the hitch for the car actually since I'm going to unload the Prius. Edit:
Also I wonder if it didn't get official approval due to the more aggressive rear diffuser. Seeing as
that must be "notched" on most hitches I've seen to mount up to an R. Gimpster said:. If you hit
youtube, there are a few videos out there for hitch installs on an R that show the notching. Here
I'll just link one, near the end he has some good close ups. I'd appreciate seeing some pics of
the final install and what had to be notched. Are you going to add the 4point electrical
connector? If you are, I'd get the one that's powered off of the battery and uses the car wiring as
the signal. Wonder if there is a special wiring harness that works with LED lights? Location
Southeast Michigan. View attachment You must log in or register to reply here. The combo
package is the rack price plus our discounted conversion kit cost. The same vehicle specific
cross beam and vertical latching mechanism is used on both packages - meaning that you can
upgrade to towing later by purchasing a conversion kit. Tow Installation. Rack Installation.
Operating Instructions. Frequently Asked Questions. The combination of a stainless steel latch
block and powder coat finish provides excellent rust protection allowing you to enjoy your
eco-adventures and not worry about the function of your hitch. Stealth Hitches offers a rack
only package and a combo package with tow and rack options. A wiring harness is not required
if rack connections are the customers only application. When inserted into the stainless-steel
receiver block, a tight connection is created to the vehicle frame, eliminating the jerking and
banging associated with square tube receivers type hitches during starts and stops. This solid
connection creates less wear and tear on the vehicle transmission and is a more pleasurable
ride for the passengers. Our "Stealth" wiring harness and controller is specifically designed to
monitor and duplicate the tail light functions. Drawing current from the tail light circuits can
cause vehicle faults, especially on European vehicles. Our controller draws current directly
from the battery to eliminate this issue. For vehicles with numerous trailer lights, Stealth
harnesses are designed to increase the current capacity from the typical 5-amp solid state
limitation to a full 20 amps. After looking at different options I oredred from Stealth Hitches and I
have no regrets. Yes it's more expensive than most of the other choices but for the price you
get an incredible quality, the installation is a true plug and play, AND an awesome customer
service, I got the wrong keys with the lock, call them in the morning and received a new lock the
next day with no charge. I will definitely buy one again for my future car. The hitch is great,
really well built and completely unseen when not in use. The install instructions were really
good, shows you exactly what tools to use and even what sized fasteners and wire colors for
the car. The pictures could use some help, but not having to youtube how to take my car apart
at all is great. Delivery was really slow because of covid, but the staff was really friendly when I
called to check on the status. Would definitely recommend. I was sent the wrong hitch and only
discovered it after completely reassembling my car. Stealth sent the proper hitch and it was
perfect. I recommend sending photos of the facia when ordering. I have a GTI but apparently
have the facia from an Audubon. Stealth sorted it out when I sent the VIN. Excellent,customer
service was second to none,I highly recommend this tow hitch for anybody that owns a VW gti
mk7. Search By Year, Make and Model. Honda Pilot Gen 3 - Current. Jeep Grand Cherokee Jaguar Jaguar F-Pace - Present. Tesla Model 3. Chevy Bolt - Present. Hyundai Palisade -

Present. Range Rover Velar Present. Shop Rack Receivers Rack Receivers. Add to Cart. The
combo package includes everything the rack package offers plus all components needed for
towing. What's Included Rack Package What's included in the rack package? Combo Package
What's included in the combo package? Easy To Use Auto-latching with integrated lock. Safer
Crumple Zones protected. Maintains Clearance No parts underneath vehicle. Customer
Reviews. Customer Photos. Reviews Questions. Title of Review. How was your overall
experience? Thank you for submitting a review! Your input is very much appreciated. Share it
with your friends so they can enjoy it too! Facebook Twitter. Clear filters. More Filters. United
States. Was this helpful? Great Hitch, Easy Instructions. Perfect, once you get the correct unit.
The salesman says they can put on a hitch, but not sure how much I can tow not much,
evidently. How much do you think I can safely tow with this car? Both these cars are similar in
weight to yout GTI, but less powerful. Please re-read your manual, or ask someone more
knowledgeable that the salesman at your dealership. Many of the small cars you see with
hitches in Europe are diesels, most of the rest do not have highly-tuned turbo 4s. How far, how
often, over what type of terrain will you tow it? We checked the European Civic about lbs not
diesel, same motor and body weight v American Civic No tow in another post, and the biggest
difference seemed to be in the warranty. I used to easily tow lb fishing boat trailer and motor
with my two stroke SAAB. It had a three speed and 44 hp? I though cars were better today. The
trick is finding something to bolt the trailer hitch TOâ€¦Lots of holes and big flat washers I
guessâ€¦. Quite correct, the GTI can easily pull a small tralier. But if it is not spelled out in the
manual, your warranty would be refused if you had a drive train problem. Forums New posts
Search forums. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Members Registered
members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Trailer hitch and towing. Thread starter olds Start date May 5,
Prev 1 2. First Prev 2 of 2 Go to page. Gimpster Go Kart Newbie. My Curt trailer hitch should be
delivered today decided to go with them , so I'll snap some pictures when thats all done.
Location Baltimore. I installed an EcoHitch. Did an a3 once that was a nightmare. CeeBeeKay
New member. Location Westchester, NY. I've been googling after this subject for a couple
years. Installed a StealthHitch on my R this week. Purchased the 2" receiver and the 2" ball
hitch with the wiring kit. It is very beefy and high-quality. I have not installed the wiring, but
wanted to have it just in case it became discontinued later. My StealthHitch rates its tongue
weight at lbs. I think the reason why VWoA prohibits towing on the Golf and Jetta is because in
EU, those models have been tested and rated to tow specific loads at specific speeds at specific
grades. Those rules are ingrained into the EU regulations and drivers. In the US, there is no
such specific regulation in place. So VWoA avoids the burden of assuming responsibility for
US-style freedommph-bassboat-withgallon-Yeti-filled-with-ice-style towing. VW never tested for
these extremes and VWoA didn't invest in further testing. Keep in mind, it has an 8-speed
slushbox. My plans for the hitch use will be to use my Kuat Sherpa bike rack and I have eyes for
the CarPod cargo carrier. Probably the take-away is that the R with DSG or manual is just fine
towing the occasional lightweight utility trailer with one jetski, or one quad, or one motorcycle,
or a short stack of plywood or drywall from Home Depot, or track tires and a coolers. Keep it
under 70, expect more wear and tear, naturally-much higher fuel consumption and if the
dealership gets wise and takes you to task-expect to forfeit your warranty. I installed the Curt
hitch today. Fitment was very good, I did not have to clearance the rear crash bar in any way
and I was able to use the foam without cutting it, and everything fit fine. No lower tab drama or
anything like that. It took about 90 minutes to install, some of that being me very slow pulling
the bumper cover out of those plastic clips. The noise those make gives me anxiety. What I was
not happy about, and this isn't really Curts fault to a degree, are the rear blind spot sensors. The
passenger side is, I don't know what VW was thinking. It was almost like two different teams
designed those sensor brackets. Instead of using the same M8 captive setup, they used M6. The
M8 bolts that hold the crash bar on that side have M6 studs on top of them. Curts solution is:
you zip tie around the crash bar to hold it down. I did this for now, but going to try and find
some longer M8 bolts with M6 studs eventually to make it "OEM". Really pained me to do that,
even though nobody will ever see it. I would have gladly paid Curt to provide these bolts for a
few bucks more. I attached some pictures of this situation, hopefully they are clear enough. My
other compliant, and I've given this feedback to Curt before I've owned like 5 of their hitches
now is their packaging The hitch had busted through the box like always , but thankfully was
not hurt and the powder coating was intact. The cut in the bumper was a total non-event, and
even if you removed the hitch you'd never know it was there unless you had the car on a lift. I

just marked it out 3. Stealth Hitch had the same issue with the rear blind spot sensors. I also
had that head scratching moment looking at the different mounts which should have been
mirror images of each other. My solution was to reuse the two double-sized factory bolts to
retain a clean mounting for the passenger side sensor. They still extend 3 or 4 threads beyond
the captive nut in the body. I feel confident with this and using the rest of the stainless M8 bolts
for the crashbar. Plus Stealth Hitch adds a beefy bolt through each frame rail for even more
solid mounting. Location Triangle area, NC. Gimpster said:. You must log in or register to reply
here. Maximum towing capacity pounds. Standard installation on most models does not require
cutting an access in your lower rear factory valance. Not in conjunction with some R-Line
models. To create a complete, towing-capable package, an electrical installation kit, ball, and
ball mount are also required. Each sold separately at additional cost. Please visit your dealer for
installation and pricing information. Maximum tow rating. Vehicle load, other accessories and
options may reduce maximum towing capacity. See vehicle owner's manual for details. Proper
installation required. Professional installation may be recommended. Fits Tiguan - Keyword s :
trailer, hitch, installation, transport, towing, connect, receiver, kit. Select a Year:. Part Number :
5N Supersession s : 5N Starting MSRP excludes taxes, installation, shipping, and dealer
charges. Dealer sets actual price. Contact dealer for limited warranty, inventory level, and return
policy details. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Gervais Volkswagen of Lowell. Shop
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